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BANSKO  puffer jumpsuit  
DOLOMITES  puffer gloves                
                    

MORPHINI  oversized shirt
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers 
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag                 



PARNASSUS  puffer jacket 
DOLOMITES  puffer gloves
MORPHINI  oversized shirt   
ST MORITZ  puffer skirt   

MONT BLANC  long puffer vest
TARNA  jersey turtleneck top
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers       



KITZBÜHEL  puffer scarf  
TARNA  jersey turtleneck top        
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers     

MORPHINI  oversized shirt  
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers                    



TETNOLDI  sleeveless top   
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers                   

ASPEN  puffer short vest 
ZAKOPANE  scoop neck top  
MUR AU  puffer culottes
DOLOMITES  puffer gloves



ZERMATT  puffer hood         
MONT BLANC  long puffer vest         
MESTIA  drape front cami dress         

CHAMONIX  oversized long shirt
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers 
STING  winter bucket hat



MORPHINI  oversized shirt
TETNOLDI  sleeveless top   
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers 
            

GJER AVICA  jumpsuit                



ASTI  jersey shirt 
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers        

MONT BLANC  long puffer vest
GJER AVICA  jumpsuit                  



MORPHINI  oversized shirt
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers 
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag                                               

MONT BLANC  long puffer vest         
TARNA  jersey turtleneck top
JASNA  jersey leggings         



TARNA  jersey turtleneck top   
JASNA  jersey leggings                   

KITZBÜHEL  puffer scarf   
BUKOVEL  scoop neck dress
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag              



TARNA  jersey turtleneck top        
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers   
GUDAURI  oversized tote bag      

BUKOVEL  scoop neck dress     



MESTIA  drape front cami dress   
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag       

KEKES  embroidered hoodie                   
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers
STING  winter bucket hat                    



CHAMONIX  oversized long shirt
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers 
KITZBÜHEL  puffer scarf                

PARNASSUS  puffer jacket            
PAR AD  embroidered long hoodie          



ASPEN  puffer short vest         
PAR AD  embroidered long hoodie
JASNA  jersey leggings      

KITZBÜHEL  puffer scarf  
KEKES  embroidered hoodie
ST MORITZ  puffer skirt          



ZERMATT  puffer hood           
GJER AVICA  jumpsuit        

PAR AD  embroidered long hoodie        



ASPEN  puffer short vest
MESTIA  drape front cami dress  
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag    

MONT BLANC  long puffer vest  
BUKOVEL  scoop neck dress         



KLOSTERS  asymmetric dress        
       

MORPHINI  oversized shirt
ST MORITZ  puffer skirt



STING  winter bucket hat
TETNOLDI  sleeveless top   
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers 
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag                                     

KITZBÜHEL  puffer scarf
TARNA  jersey turtleneck top
MESTIA  drape front cami dress 
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag



ASPEN  puffer short vest  
MORPHINI  oversized shirt
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers    

KLOSTERS  asymmetric dress        



KITZBÜHEL  puffer scarf
TARNA  jersey turtleneck top        
MESTIA  drape front cami dress            

MESTIA  drape front cami dress  
GUDAURI  embroidered tote bag    



ZAKOPANE  scoop neck top
MUR AU puffer culottes        
               

KLOSTERS  asymmetric dress         



ASPEN  puffer short vest 
TETNOLDI  sleeveless top    
PR ADOLLANO  drawstring trousers               

PARNASSUS  puffer jacket 
TETNOLDI  sleeveless top   
ST MORITZ  puffer skirt        
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 Ten years is a long time in a brand’s life. Since 2012 we have grown 
up, come a long way, collected experiences and stories down the road, and 
built them into what we are today. 

AW22 is kind of a retrospective, meditative collection – it is a distilled 
snapshot of our past ten years. 

This collection is not a traditional one, built around a special inspiration, it 
is rather a selection of impressions and memories that come alive through 
reviving old prints and favorite pieces of our brand. 

The ski lift pattern from AW14, originally printed on silk with pastel hues, 
is reimagined now with vibrant colours on puffer jackets, vests and skirts 
made of recycled polyester. One of the favorite prints of this season, 
‘totem’ is made up of elements borrowed from past collections as well - 
tennis ball and plastic chair from the SS18 ‘court’ pattern, and sunflower 
seeds from AW20. 

All the patterns and silhouettes of this collection are visibly rooted in the 
past, just like our brand is a constant evolution and renewal of what has 
come before.
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